• FROM 22th December 2006
• Low Threshold Nightshelter/ access to all alcohol and drug addict of St. Vincent de Paul
• Shelter for old and sick people St. Vincent de Paul
• Shelter of St. Luisa de Marillac
• Ambulance of St. Elizabeth
• Street-work St. Rozalie
• Community organizing

Co-funded by the European Union’s Rights, Equality and Citizenship programme
NIGHTSHELTER SV. VINCENT DE PAUL

- Until this september serve for 596 184 overnight accommodation
- It was registrate together 1011 people in Low Treshold Nightshelter/ acess to all alcohol and drug addict until september.
- Woman:198 (18.694%) , man: 822
- Average number of clients 160-180 summer 200-220 winter
- From 7:00pm-7:00am
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CONDITION OF WOMAN IN NIGHTSHELTER

OLD PART

• Alcohol and drug users
• Unemployed
• No preganacy
• Shared showers/ hours for woman
• No kids
• No pets

NEW PART

• Without addiction
• Employed and unemployed
• Pregnant woman
• Woman showers and toilets
• No kids
• No pets
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SERVICES

• Social assistance evening/morning
• Registration 1EUR or help with cleaning
• Blanket and sail
• Dinner, breakfast + tea
• Safe night
• Shower
• Wardrobe / charity clothes shop
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• Invisible woman homelessness.
• Work without accommodation/ less job offers.
• There is not place only for woman with trauma without kids, only for abuse woman with kids.
• Otherway there is not enought place for poor familes.
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SHELTER VS. STREET-WORK

**Shelter**
- less than 20% woman
- more in new part
- pay and care about man
- less independent
- woman fights

**Streetwork**
- around 30-35%
- mostly live alone
- woman communities in Karlova Ves
- forest, underground
- not that much make-up
- more independent
COMMUNITY WORK

• How can we work with talkful homeless woman?
• Listen
• Empower
• Step by step
• From goal to goal
• Celebrate sucess
• Evaluate
• Short term and long term goals
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DREAM/ GOALS

- Social entrepreneurship
- Safety place for woman
- Community work lead by woman homeless leaders
- Beauty salon for woman
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